Jackson Fellowship Previous Recipients

2019-2020:
Rebecca Barnes, Assistant Professor of Environmental Science, “How has fire shifted aquatic carbon cycling in montane forests?”

Eli Fahrenkrug, Assistant Professor of Biology, “The Fountain Valley Water Project: A Citizen-Science Collaborative Between Colorado College and the Communities of Fountain, Widefield, and Security, CO”

Sarah Hautzinger, Professor of Anthropology, “Social Ecologies of Place in the Anthropocene: Crestone/Baca as Field Site”

Scott Ingram, Assistant Professor of Anthropology, "Colorado Climate Histories for Archaeological Context"

Amy Kohout, Assistant Professor of History, “From the Field: Soldiers, Nature and Empire on American Frontiers”

Brian Linkhart, Professor of Organizmal Biology and Ecology, “Effects of Climate Change on Flammulated Owls”

Dwanna McKay, Assistant Professor of Race, Ethnicity, and Migration Studies, "Sovereignty Tour: Exploring Professional Development and Cultural Life in Tribal Nations"

Eric Perramond, Professor of Southwest Studies and Environmental Science, “Colorado, Prior Appropriation, and Climate Change”

Nancy Rios, Visiting Professor of Southwest Studies, SW200: Ethnography of the Southwest

2018-2019:
Sylvan Goldberg, Assistant Professor of English, “Wilderness and the American Southwest”

Lynne Gratz, Assistant Professor of Environmental Science, “Investigating Sources of Atmospheric Mercury in the Southwestern US”.

Scott Ingram, Assistant Professor of Anthropology, “Historical Archeology of Colorado: Development of Data and Context for Teaching and Research”

Amy Kohut, Assistant Professor of History/Dylan Nelson, Assistant Professor of Film and Media Studies, “The Story of Us: Local History and Documentary Filmmaking”

Jean Lee, Assistant Professor of Environmental Program, “Natural Resource Management in the Southwest”

Brian Linkhart, Professor of Organizmal Biology and Ecology, “Determining Migration Routes, Stopover Habitats, and Wintering Locations of Flammulated Owls Breeding in Colorado”
Eric Perramond, Professor of Southwest Studies and Environmental Science, “Unsettled Waters: Rights, Law, and Identity in the American West”


Jamal Ratchford, Professor of History and Race, Ethnicity, and Migration Studies, “New Approaches on African American History in the West”.

Christina Leza, Associate Professor of Anthropology, “Ethnic Tourism and the Commodification of Indigenous Cultures in New Mexico and Colorado”

Clara Lomas, Professor of Spanish & Portuguese, “Writing/Righting History: Archival research of the Recovering the US Hispanic Literary Heritage Project”

Mario Monatño, Professor and Chair of Anthropology and Southwest Studies, “South Texas and Environmental Issues”

Karen Roybal, Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies, “Mi Tierra, Mi Vida: Hispana Land Grant heirs in Southern Colorado and New Mexico”

Santiago Guerra, Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies, “Southwest/Borderlands History: Preparing, Revising, and Revisiting Syllabi”

2017-2018:
Santiago Guerra, Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies, “The Borderlands Oral History Project – SW322: Borders and Borderlands”

Victoria Levine, Professor of Music, “Euchee Social Dance Songs and Woodland Ceremonialism”

Christina Leza, Associate Professor, "Divided Nations: Policy, Activism, and Indigenous Identities on the U.S.- Mexico Border”

Brian Linkart, Associate Professor of Biology, "Effects of Prescribed Fire on Demographic Performance and Habitat Use in a Ponderosa Pine Ecosystem”

Mario Montaño, Associate Professor and Chair of Anthropology, “Hispanic Material Culture and Museum Studies”

Eric Perramond, Professor of Southwest Studies, “Conservation and Indigeneity in the Southwest: Lessons from Bears Ears”
Karen Roybal, Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies, "Hidden in the Archive: Navigating the Southwest Record"

Doug Monroy, Professor of History, “Thrown among Strangers: The Making of Mexican Culture in Frontier California”

Shane Heschel, Professor of Organismal Biology, “Water relations, shade tolerance, and Fitness in Tamarix ramosissima”

Jamal Ratchford, Professor of History, “Raise Your Black Fist: Race, Track and Field, and Protest in the 20th Century”

2016-2017:
Rebecca Barnes, Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies Program

Brian Linkhart, Professor of Organismal Biology & Ecology

Jamal Ratchford, Assistant Professor of History

Kyle Wittinghill, Organismal Biology and Ecology

Nick Brandley, Visiting Assistant professor of organismal Biology & Ecology, “The color of Light in Red Rock Landscapes of the American Southwest”

Sally Meyer, Professor of Chemistry & Biochemistry Department, “Investigation into How Native American Perspectives on Tine Impact Science learning on the Block Plan”

Santiago Guerra, Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies
Shane Heschel, Associate Professor of Organismal Biology & Ecology

Victoria Levine, Professor of Music

2015-2016:
Brian Linkhart, Professor of Organismal Biology & Ecology, “Determining Migration Routes and Wintering Areas of Flammulated Owls Breeding in Colorado”

Michael Taber, Director, Secondary Programs, “Water Education, Education About Water: The Upper Rio Grande River Basin, a Rich Historical Examination of Human Use and Climatological Considerations”

Eric Leonard, Professor of Geology, “Climate History of New Mexico”

Eric Perramond, Associate Professor of Southwest Studies & Environmental Science, “Atomic Southwest: Los Alamos National Laboratory and the Pueblo Peoples”

Mike Taber, Associate Professor, “Water Education, Education About water: The Upper Rio
Grande River Basin, a Rich Historical Examination of human use and Climatological Considerations

Rebecca Tucker, Professor of Art, Course Development: SW 102 Place and Space in the Southwest, Art and music Focus

Victoria Levine, Professor of Music, “Place Space and the Southwest (Course Preparation, SW 102)"

Jennifer McCormack, Visiting Professor for Southwest Studies

Santiago Guerra, Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies, “SW200: Ritual, Medicine, and Substance in the Southwest—Course Development”

Shane Heschel, Associate Professor of Organismal Biology & Ecology

2014-2015:
Brian Linkhart, Associate Professor of Biology, “Climate Correlates of Changes In reproduction and Survival in Breeding Flammulated Owls”

Christina Leza, Assistant Professor of Anthropology, “First Year Experience Seminar Development: Language and Culture/Native Peoples of the Southwest”

Doug Monroy, Professor of History, “Thrown Among Strangers revision” and “HY231 redesign”

Devaka Premawardhana, Riley Scholar in Residence, Department of Religion, “Religious Encounters in Colonial New Mexico”

Emilie Gray, Assistant Professor of Biology, “Role of Phenotypic Plasticity in Determining Species Distribution Ranges: The Case of Mosquitoes”

Eric Perramond, Associate Professor of Southwest Studies and Environmental Science, “The Dry City Different”

Idris Goodwin, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Theatre and Dance, “Untitled Pueblo Revolt Play”

Jessie Dubreuil, Reading, Rhetoric & First Year Programs Specialist, Learning Commons, “New Course Development-SXSW: The Poetics of Place in the Southwestern United States”

Nancy Rios, Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of Southwest Studies, “SW185: In Our Backyard: Social Justice, Bodies, and Belonging in the Southwest; Course Development of SW185”

Ofer Ben-Amos, Professor of Music, “Judeo-Spanish Converso, and Crypto-Jewish Musical Expressions in the Southwest: Exploration, Authentication, Preservation, and Renewal”
Santiago Guerra, Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies, “Reefer Madness: The Birth of Legal Recreational Marijuana in Colorado”

Shane Heschel, Associate Professor of Biology, “Water Relations, Hormones, and Fitness in Tamarix ramosissima”

Victoria Levine, Professor of Music, “Music and Modernity Among First Peoples of North America”

**2013-2014:**

Brian Linkhart, Professor Organismal Biology & Ecology, “The Effects of Forest Thinning on Flammulated Owls (Otus Flammcolus)”

Emilie Gray, Associate Professor of Organismal Biology & Ecology, “Role of Phenotypic Plasticity in Determining Species Distribution Ranges: The Case of Mosquitoes”

Eric Perramond, Professor and Chair of Southwest Studies, “The People with Too Much History: Fighting and Settling for Seniority”

Manya Whitaker, Assistant Professor of Ethnicity and Migration Studies, “Community-Based Research: Outcomes of Conservatory Music Classes on Harrison 21st Century Skills Students”

Matthew Baker, Associate Professor of Sociology, “The Scalar Politics of Immigration Policy: Locatization, Secure Communities, and the Federal Re-assertion of Authority”

Marion Hourdequin, Associate Professor and Chair of Philosophy, “From Classified to Re-Classified” The Case of Colorado’s Rocky Flats Nuclear Plant”

Nathan Bower, Professor of Chemistry, “Forensic Analysis of 19th Century Skeletons from CMHI (Pueblo)’s Lost Cemetery using 18O/16 Isotopes”

Phoebe Lostroh, Associate Professor of Biology, “Recovering Antibiotic Resistance Genes from Southwestern Soil Bacteria, Part III”

Rebecca Tucker, Associate Professor of Art, “Spanish Colonial Art in the Southwest”

Santiago Guerra, Visiting Assistant Professor of Southwest Studies, “Getting high or Getting well: The Social Life of Recreational Marijuana and Medical Marijuana in Colorado”

Sarah Hautzinger, Associate Professor of Anthropology, “Beyond Post-Traumatic Stress: Homefront Struggles with the Wars on Terror”

Shane Heschel, Associate Professor of Biology, “Water Relations, Development, and Fitness in Tamarix ramosissima”

Victoria Levine, Professor of Music